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Sedolisins (serine-carboxyl peptidases) are proteolytic enzymes whose fold resembles that of subtilisin; however, they are considerably larger, with the mature catalytic
domains containing approximately 375 amino acids. The defining features of these
enzymes are a unique catalytic triad, Ser-Glu-Asp, as well as the presence of an aspartic acid residue in the oxyanion hole. High-resolution crystal structures have now been
solved for sedolisin from Pseudomonas sp. 101, as well as for kumamolisin from a
thermophilic bacterium, Bacillus novo sp. MN-32. The availability of these crystal
structures enabled us to model the structure of mammalian CLN2, an enzyme which,
when mutated in humans, leads to a fatal neurodegenerative disease. This review
compares the structural and enzymatic properties of this newly defined MEROPS
family of peptidases, S53, and introduces their new nomenclature.
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Proteins in general, and proteolytic enzymes
in particular, are assigned to families and
clans based on their primary through tertiary
structures, the nature and location of the residues in their active sites, and their mechanism of action. This information is gathered
in databases such as MEROPS (http://
merops.sanger.ac.uk) and is periodically summarized in handbook form (Barrett et al.,
1998; new edition in preparation). In this review, we will discuss the structural and enzymatic properties of the recently characterized
family of sedolisins, also known as serine-carboxyl peptidases (note that the terms proteolytic enzyme, protease, proteinase, and peptidase are largely interchangeable; here, the latter will be utilized preferentially). The name
sedolisin is being introduced here for the
first time, in an attempt to unify and correct
the confusing and often misleading nomenclature of these enzymes. The reasons for this
choice of name will become clear later.
Several proteolytic enzymes with common
properties such as maximum activity at comparatively low pH, the presence of conserved
acidic residues (both aspartates and glutamates) required for activity, and lack of inhibition by pepstatin, have been isolated, characterized, and cloned in the last 16 years. The
first such enzyme, now called sedolisin (see
Table 1 for the proposed nomenclature of the
members of the family), was found in Pseudomonas sp.101 (Oda et al., 1987; 1994; Oyama
et al., 1999; Ito et al., 1999). It was originally
assigned the name Pseudomonas pepstatin-insensitive carboxyl proteinase (PCP) (Oda et
al., 1987), and was later renamed Pseudomonas serine-carboxyl proteinase (PSCP)
(Wlodawer et al., 2001a). Other related bacterial enzymes include Xanthomonas sp. T-22
carboxyl proteinase (originally named XCP,
later XSCP, now renamed sedolisin-B) (Oda et
al., 1987); kumamolisin (originally called
kumamolysin, later KCP or KSCP), an enzyme isolated from a thermophilic bacterium,
Bacillus novo sp. MN-32 (Murao et al., 1993);
and alcohol-resistant proteinase J-4 (now
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kumamolisin-B), isolated from Bacillus coagulans (Shibata et al., 1998). Most recently, an
enzyme isolated from Alicyclobacillus sendaiensis (originally named ScpA, now renamed
kumamolisin-As) was characterized as a collagenase (Tsuruoka et al., 2003). The sequences
of all these enzymes were similar enough to
postulate that they had to form a single family; they were originally assigned to an unknown clan, family A7 of aspartic peptidases
(Barrett et al., 1998), under the name of
pepstatin-insensitive aspartic peptidases.
However, that assignment became questionable after the peptidase CLN2, a human enzyme which, when mutated, leads to a fatal
neurodegenerative disease, classical late-infantile neuronal ceroid lipofuscinosis (Sleat et
al., 1997), was identified as a tripeptidylpeptidase I (TPP-I) and tentatively classified
as a serine peptidase (Rawlings & Barrett,
1999; Lin et al., 2001). Two other related enzymes that were subsequently reported as putative serine peptidases were LYS60 and
LYS45, markers for late lysosomes in Amoeba
proteus (Kwon et al., 1999). However, the unambiguous assignment of all of these enzymes
to the clan SB of peptidases, which previously
consisted of only the subtilisin family (S8), became possible only after crystal structures of
the representative members became available
(Wlodawer et al., 2001a; 2001b; ComellasBigler et al., 2002). The family of serine-carboxyl peptidases, S53, is now assigned in
MEROPS (http://merops. sanger.ac.uk) as
the second member of the SB clan.

STRUCTURAL FEATURES OF
SERINE-CARBOXYL PEPTIDASES

Although initial comparisons between members of a protein family are usually based on
their amino-acid sequences, the availability of
three-dimensional structures was crucial for
proper understanding of the properties of
sedolisins and the placement of these enzymes among other peptidases. For these rea-
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sons, the three-dimensional structures of the
members of this family will be discussed first
and the primary structures will be compared
only later in this review. As mentioned above,
crystal structures are now available for two
members of the family of serine-carboxyl
peptidases, sedolisin (PSCP) (Wlodawer et al.,
2001a; 2001b) and kumamolisin (KSCP)
(Comellas-Bigler et al., 2002). These structures are of excellent quality and very high
resolution (some as high as 1 Å) and they include both enzymes alone and numerous inhibitor complexes. For historical reasons, the
discussion will be based principally on the
structures of sedolisin, whereas only the
unique features of the structure of
kumamolisin will be discussed in detail.
The three-dimensional fold of sedolisin
(Fig. 1) is based on a 7-stranded, all-parallel b
sheet consisting of strands s2-s3-s1-s4-s5-
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helices are also involved in creating the extensive core of the molecule. Two helices (h6 and
h3) are buried in the central part of the molecule, with the surface helix h2¢ interacting
with the latter. The helices on the other side of
the sheet, h4 and h5, while providing extensive buried surfaces, are partially exposed at
the surface of the protein. The second and
third b strands (s2 and s3), located at one edge
of the central sheet, are connected to helix h3
in a rare left-handed crossover, a feature that
has been first described in subtilisin (Wright
et al., 1969), and later in only a handful of proteins, such as acetylcholine esterase (Sussman et al., 1991), steroid dehydrogenase
(Ghosh et al., 1991), and L-asparaginase
(Miller et al., 1993). Left-handed crossovers
are usually found in areas important for activity, and the one in sedolisin is not an exception, as helix h3 carries two of the active-site

Figure 1. Stereo tracing of the Ca backbone of sedolisin.
Helices are shown in purple, b-strands in gold, and loops in green. The calcium cation is shown as a black ball. Active
site residues are shown in stick representation. Figure prepared with Molscript (Kraulis, 1991).

s6-s7b. A diagram of the secondary structure
elements is shown in Fig. 2; for reasons given
below, the descriptors follow the nomenclature used previously for subtilisin. The sheet
is flanked on both sides by several helices. On
one side, these are helices h4 and h5, parallel
to each other, but with their direction opposite of the direction of the strands in the sheet.
Four helices – h2¢, h3, h6, and h8 — flank the
other side, again parallel to each other and
antiparallel to the sheet. Five of these parallel

residues (see below). The fold of the protein is
completed by several other shorter strands
and helices, with three pairs of strands (s8-s9,
s6¢b-s6¢¢a, and s6¢¢b-s7a) forming b hairpins
on the surface of the protein. Helix h2 is absent in kumamolisin, whereas a short additional strand (s1a), not present in sedolisin,
could be identified in that enzyme (ComellasBigler et al., 2002).
Two proline residues, Pro192 and Pro260,
are present in cis configuration in sedolisin.
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Figure 2. Schematic secondary structure diagram
of sedolisin, showing the extent and names of the
individual elements.
The names of a helices and b strands are based on the
corresponding features in subtilisin (see Fig. 2 in
Wlodawer et al., 2001a and Fig. 2 in Comellas-Bigler et
al., 2002 for more details). Structural elements present
in sedolisin but not in subtilisin are marked with single
or double primes, and those that are additionally split
into segments are designated a and b.

The first of them is located in a stretch of irregular structure located between strands s5
and s6, leading to a sharp change in the direction of the peptide chain. The latter cis peptide
creates a kink between strands s7a and s7b.
Both of these cis peptides appear to be needed
because of steric requirements of the local
structure and are also present in kumamolisin. Pro192 is conserved in all known
serine-carboxyl peptidases, whereas Pro260 is
not conserved in sedolisin-xApB (LYS60), indicating either a significant difference in the
structure of this enzyme, or potential errors
in sequence alignment (Fig. 3).
Surprisingly, Tyr331 in kumamolisin is also
found in the cis configuration. That residue
corresponds to Tyr341 in sedolisin, with the
latter amino acid assuming the more common
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trans form. While this difference in the structure of the main chain has almost no influence
on the placement of the side chains of Tyr341
and of the several highly-conserved following
residues, the chain preceding this point follows considerably different paths in these two
enzymes. A two-amino-acid insertion in kumamolisin and in kumamolisin-B (peptidase J-4),
but not in sedolisin-B (XSCP), may be responsible for this unusual conformational difference. In view of the high resolution of the multiple structures of sedolisin and kumamolisin
that are available, this difference cannot be an
artifact of the refinement process, but must
reflect a true variation of the structures.
A disulfide bridge connects Cys137 and
Cys176 in sedolisin, and no other cysteines
are present in the amino-acid sequence of this
enzyme. Three cysteines are found in the mature kumamolisin (Comellas-Bigler et al.,
2002). Two of them, Cys190 and Cys340, are
buried deep in the hydrophobic core of the
protein and are too far from each other to
form a disulfide bridge. Cys27, although located not far from the surface, buries its Sg
atom in an internal cavity. From molecular
modeling results (see below), one could expect
that a disulfide linking Cys327 and Cys342 is
present in CLN2, whereas LYS60 (sedolisin-xApB) might contain a disulfide between
Cys168 and Cys349. It is clear that neither the
location of cysteine residues nor the presence
of disulfide bonds are conserved features of
this family.
The experimentally-obtained crystal structures of serine-carboxyl peptidases are very
similar between their different variants. For
example, kumamolisin has been crystallized
in two different forms, with either one or two
molecules in the asymmetric unit. Comparison of the two crystallographically independent molecules in the dimeric form of
kumamolisin results in an r.m.s. deviation of
only 0.17 Å for all 357 Ca atoms, whereas the
deviation between the molecules in the
monomeric and dimeric forms is 0.23 Å. Comparison of different structures of sedolisin
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Figure 3. Sequence alignment for selected members of the family of serine-carboxyl peptidases, guided
by the crystal structures of sedolisin and kumamolisin.
Abbreviations: PSCP: sedolisin (Pseudomonas sp. 101 serine-carboxyl peptidase); KSCP: kumamolisin, isolated
from Bacillus novo sp. MN-32 (Murao et al., 1993; Comellas-Bigler et al., 2002); XSCP: sedolisin-B, Xanthomonas sp.
T-22 carboxyl proteinase (Oda et al., 1987); J-4: kumamolisin-B, alcohol-resistant peptidase isolated from Bacillus
coagulans (Shibata et al., 1998), unpublished seqence data of K. Oda; LYS60: sedolisin-xApB, marker for late
lysosomes in Amoeba proteus (Kwon et al., 1999); PHYS1: physarolisin, PPSCP, formerly called physaropepsin,
from slime mold Physarum polycephalum (Nishii et al., 2003). PHYS2: physarolisin-B, formerly called PHP, product
of a late-replicating gene from P. polycephalum (Benard et al., 1992). CLN2: human tripeptidyl-peptidase I (Sleat et
al., 1997; Rawlings & Barrett, 1999; Lin et al., 2001). Residues forming the active site are shown in yellow on red
background, other conserved residues identified as important for the stability of the enzyme are marked with yellow
background, residues conserved in the majority of structures are green, and residues similar in their character are
shown in magenta.

yields similar results. In view of their comparatively low sequence identity, the deviations
between the structures of sedolisin and
kumamolisin are considerably larger (Fig. 4).
Comparing the structures of the uninhibited
enzymes refined at the highest resolution
(1.0 Å for sedolisin and 1.4 Å for kumamolisin), the r.m.s. deviation is 0.8 Å for 247
Ca atom pairs and 1.25 Å for 299 pairs. These

differences are due mostly to the insertions
and deletions in the amino-acid sequences; the
most significant ones are found at the amino
termini, in the loop and strand 62–76, turn
124–126, and loops 175–187, 208–214,
222–231, and 252–255 (sedolisin numbering). These differences, however, are limited
to surface areas and the structures of the
cores of both enzymes are much more similar.
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Figure 4. Stereo image of the superposition of the backbone traces of the highest resolution structures of
sedolisin (PDB code 1ga6, uninhibited enzyme at 1 Å resolution, magenta) and kumamolisin (PDB code
1gt9, uninhibited enzyme at 1.4 Å resolution, blue).

COMPARISON WITH THE SUBTILISIN
FAMILY OF SERINE PEPTIDASES

A comparison of the coordinates of sedolisin
with those of proteins corresponding to all
known folds, performed with the program
DALI (Holm & Sander, 1993), showed unambiguously its structural relationship to subtilisin, a member of the clan SB of serine
peptidases (Barrett et al., 1998). The Z-score
was 24.4 between the initially-derived sedolisin coordinates and those of the highest-resolution subtilisin structure available
(Kuhn et al., 1998) with PDB designation 1gci.
The r.m.s. deviation between these two sets of
coordinates was 2.5 Å for 238 Ca pairs. The
next hit in the comparison was leucine/isoleucine/valine-binding protein (Sack et al.,
1989), showing a Z-score of 6.1 and r.m.s. deviation of 4.2 Å for 162 Ca pairs, i.e. a much
lower level of similarity. Every major secondary structural element identified in the structure of subtilisin has its counterpart in
sedolisin, although the latter enzyme, being
significantly larger (372 amino acids vs. about
275 for subtilisin), has a number of additional
secondary structural elements. Thus the fold
of sedolisin can be described as a superset of
the well-known subtilisin fold (Robertus et al.,
1972). For that reason, the convention
adopted for serine-carboxyl peptidases uses
identical designations for the strands and he-

lices found in both enzyme families, with
primed numbers reserved for elements that
are present only in sedolisin, and letters a and
b added for those that are significantly longer
in sedolisin.
This fold similarity does not generally extend to the conservation of amino-acid sequence, since the level of identity between the
structure-aligned sequences is rather low. We
identified 54 residues common to subtilisin
and sedolisin (Fig. 5), representing about 20%
of the sequence of the former and only 14.5%
of the latter. Nevertheless, some of the identical residues are located in the areas crucial to
the preservation of the fold, with 14 of them
being either glycines or prolines, including
the cis Pro192 in sedolisin (corresponding to
cis Pro168 in subtilisin). Many of these residues are also conserved between subtilisin
and kumamolisin.

A CALCIUM-BINDING SITE

A prominent Ca2+-binding site has been observed in the structures of both sedolisin
(Fig. 6) and kumamolisin. This ion is seen in a
virtually identical position in all available
structures, both in the uninhibited enzymes
and in their inhibitor complexes. Typical
Ca2+-binding sites are either octahedral or
pseudo-octahedral; in the latter case, two
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Figure 5. Superposition (in stereo) of the backbones of sedolisin (PDB code 1ga6, 1 Å resolution, green)
and Bacillus lentus subtilisin (PDB code 1gci, 0.78 Å resolution, magenta).
The side chains of the residues conserved between these two enzymes (Ca only for glycines) are shown in
ball-and-stick representation. The side chains shown are those of sedolisin.

oxygens of a carboxylic group approach one of
the apices. In sedolisin, each apex of the
octahedron is occupied by a single carboxylate
oxygen, one derived from Asp328 and the
other from Asp348. The base of the octahedron consists of three amide carbonyl groups
of residues 329, 344, and 346, and a very
clearly delineated water molecule (Wat401).
The refined O...Ca2+ distances are very similar, their unrestrained values being 2.28–2.32
Å, with only the distance to Wat401 being
marginally longer (2.40 Å). The equivalent
site in kumamolisin is virtually identical.
Ca2+-binding sites have been previously reported in every structure of enzymes belonging to the subtilisin family. However, the location of the Ca2+-binding site in sedolisin is
completely different from either the high-affinity or the low-affinity Ca2+-binding sites in
subtilisins Carlsberg, Novo, or their variants
(Robertus et al., 1972; Wright et al., 1972;
Matthews et al., 1975; Kuhn et al., 1998). The
structural role of this site in sedolisin may be
to tie the long loop containing residues
328–342 to a short loop, 343– 348, and both of
them to the opposite strand around residue
353. The largest part of this region represents
a unique insert in sedolisin and has no correspondence in subtilisins. Only the base of the
long loop is involved in binding the Ca2+ ion,
so that the presence of this site is compatible

with loops of different length (see below). The
importance of the integrity of the Ca2+-binding site was verified in the experiments that
showed that modifications or mutations of
Asp328 abolish both autoprocessing and the
catalytic activity of sedolisin (Oyama et al.,
1999). While the postulated catalytic role of
Asp328 had to be reconsidered, the experiment referred to above established beyond

2+

Figure 6. The Ca -binding site in sedolisin.
This stereo figure was prepared using the coordinates
of the 1.4 Å resolution complex with tyrostatin (PDB
code 1kdz), but this site is virtually identical in all
structures of sedolisin and kumamolisin.

any doubt the importance of the integrity of
the Ca2+-binding site for the activity of the enzymes. It must be stressed, however, that this
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site is quite removed from the putative active
site (see below), and the exact mode of interaction of these two regions of the protein is not
obvious.
Whereas the high-affinity Ca2+-binding site
of subtilisin has no counterpart in sedolisin,
the low-affinity site has an interesting structural equivalent in the latter enzyme. Asp261,
conserved in all known sedolisins, is a topological equivalent of an aspartic acid present in
the low-affinity Ca2+-binding site of subtilisin.
However, the partner of this aspartate is
Arg257 with which it makes an ion pair, thus
stabilizing the structure by other means. This
ion pair is absolutely conserved in all serinecarboxyl peptidases identified to date, with
the modification that a lysine rather than an
arginine is found in sedolisin-xApB (LYS60)
and in physarolisin-B (PHP).
The Ca2+-binding sites might not, however,
be conserved in the subfamily of much larger
enzymes identified in various species of
Thermoplasma or Sulfolobus (Table 1). To date
none of these proteins have been isolated, but
their sequences differ quite considerably from
those of sedolisin or kumamolisin. In addition
to the putative conserved catalytic domain,
these enzymes also have large C-terminal domains with varying sequences and unknown
function. An analysis of the sequences near
the C-termini of the catalytic domains of the
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Thermoplasma acidophilum protein Ta0976
(sedolisin-xTaB) or Sulfolobus solfataricus
sedolisin-xSs failed to show any aspartic acid
residues that might be equivalents of Asp328
and Asp348 in sedolisin, the two residues that
are primarily responsible for the creation of
the Ca2+-binding site. On the other hand, the
larger enzymes appear to contain the equivalents of the Arg257/Asp261 ion pair that substitutes for the low-affinity Ca2+-binding site
in subtilisin.

THE ACTIVE SITE OF SEDOLISIN

The active site of sedolisin (Fig. 7) can be
identified on the basis of several criteria.
With the fold of this enzyme corresponding
to that of subtilisin, and with Ser287 in
sedolisin equivalent to Ser221 in subtilisin
both in the primary and in tertiary structure,
this serine is an obvious candidate for the primary catalytic residue in the active site. This
serine is also covalently bound to inhibitors
in some of the structures of sedolisin and
kumamolisin. Five different inhibitors have
been cocrystallized with sedolisin, and two of
them also with kumamolisin. All of these inhibitors are peptidic in nature, but with an aldehyde group on their “C terminus”. As expected on the basis of the structures of other

Figure 7. Residues forming the active site of sedolisin.
The stereo figure shows the inhibitor pseudo-iodotyrostatin bound in the active site of sedolisin, together with selected residues in its vicinity. Only the principal orientations of the residues are shown, and hydrogen bonds are
marked in thin black lines. Reprinted from (Wlodawer et al., 2001a).
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similar inhibitors of serine proteinases, the
aldehyde function of the inhibitor makes an
unambiguous hemiacetal linkage to Og of
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Ser287 (Fig. 7), and thus the mode of interaction between the enzyme and the inhibitor is
very clear.

Table 1. Database entries for selected identified or putative sedolisins (serine-carboxyl proteinases),
based on the similarities of their sequences.
Alternative names are shown in the second column; acceptable alternatives are shown in regular script, while obsolete names that should no longer be used are italicized. The enzymes that have not been characterized in detail and
thus cannot be assigned unambiguously to a particular subfamily are given provisional names including the character “x” and an identifier of the species from which they are derived. These names will have to be adjusted in the future. The table is divided into three sections: first are proteins that seem to consist of a prosegment and a catalytic
domain; second are proteins with C-terminal extensions of unknown function; third are members of the
tripeptidyl-peptidase I subfamily with highly conserved sequences. Some of the enzymes belonging to the first and
third groups have been well-characterized, while none of the second group has been isolated or otherwise directly
studied to date.

Table 1 continued on the next page
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Table 1. Continued

Other residues involved in supporting the
catalytic activity of serine-carboxyl peptidases
can be identified based on the structures of
sedolisin and kumamolisin, as well as on the
basis of the biochemical data available for
these and other family members. The residue
that can directly interact with Ser287 is
Glu80, and its side chain, in turn, interacts
with Asp84 (Fig. 7). The distance between the
carboxylate oxygens of the latter two residues
does not vary significantly among all experimental structures and is about 2.60 Å. This
short distance between the two adjacent
carboxylates is similar to the separation between the side chains of two aspartic acids in
the inhibited forms of pepsin-like aspartic
peptidases (Davies, 1990), although the detailed geometry of the interaction is quite different, since in sedolisin these groups are not
coplanar. However, the close distance between the carboxylates indicates that a proton
must be shared between these residues in all
the structures, since if both groups were to be
charged, the electrostatic repulsion would prevent their close approach. Both Glu80 and
Asp84 originate from helix h3, a structural element involved in creating a left-handed
crossover (see above). Such crossovers are

usually found in proteins in areas important
for their activity (Miller et al., 1993), and this
seems to be the case for serine-carboxyl peptidases as well.
To reveal the essential groups involved in
the catalytic action of sedolisin, the pH-dependence of the hydrolysis of an artificial substrate, Ser-Pro-Ala-Lys-Phe*(NO2)Phe-ArgLeu (*: cleavage point) was studied. The pK1
and pK2 values for the enzyme-substrate complex were found to be 2.97 and 4.92, respectively (Oda et al., 1992). The role of various
side chains in the binding and catalytic activity of sedolisin and sedolisin-B have been investigated by chemical modification (Ito et al.,
1999) and by site-directed mutagenesis (Oyama et al., 1999). Chemical modification of
sedolisin by carbodiimide indicated that
Asp140 and Glu222 were important in substrate binding. However, a comparison of the
sequence of sedolisin with sedolisin-B revealed that Asp140 is not conserved and, thus,
cannot account for the general properties of
the family of enzymes.
Oyama et al. (1999) utilized site-directed mutagenesis to replace eight residues that were
conserved in both sedolisin and sedolisin-B by
alanine. Residues 84, 170, and 328 in sedo-
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lisin (79, 169, and 348 in sedolisin-B) were
found to be essential for either the self-activation of the proenzyme or for the cleavage of
peptide substrates. Replacement of residue 84
led to a 104-fold decrease in the catalytic activity of sedolisin. Residues 124 and 217 in
sedolisin (123 and 230 in sedolisin-B) were
shown to be non-essential as the Ala derivatives retained 60% and 70% of the wild-type activity, respectively. In addition, residues 225
and 265 in sedolisin (246 and 285 in
sedolisin-B) were shown to be dispensable, as
the alanine derivatives were fully active. Residue 222 of sedolisin (235 in sedolisin-B)
yielded a mixed result upon replacement, as
the Ala derivative in sedolisin could not
self-activate, while the substitution in
sedolisin-B reduced the activity only 6-fold.
Examination of the inhibitor complexes reveals that Glu222 of sedolisin is close to the
S2¢ subsite of the active site cleft. For substrates with Arg in the P2¢ position, including
the substrate used for assaying the mutants,
changing Glu to Ala will remove a potential
stabilizing interaction in the S2¢ subsite, thus
accounting for the observed effect. In the
chemical modification by carbodiimide, the
additional steric bulk will clearly change the
S2¢ subsite in the case of the Glu222 derivative. Thus, both types of experiments point to
a role for Glu222 in substrate binding. The
conclusion of the study by Oyama et al. (1999)
was that residues 84, 170, and 328 of sedolisin
were important to the catalytic activity. As
shown by the crystal structures discussed
above, we now know that Asp328 is involved
in creating a Ca2+-binding site, an important
structural element of the protein.
Protonation states of the active site residues
have been assigned for the uninhibited form
of sedolisin based on the lengths of the C–O
bonds that differ when the oxygen is protonated or unprotonated (Wlodawer et al.,
2001b). A chain of proton donors originates
with a bound water molecule interacting with
protonated Asp84; in turn, this residue interacts with protonated Glu80, which donates a
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proton to Ser287. A water molecule accepts
protons from both Ser287 and protonated
Asp170, the residue forming the oxyanion
hole (see below). Obviously, protonation of the
residues will change during catalysis, but the
resolution of the available experimental structures of inhibitor complexes is not sufficient
to justify placement of hydrogen atoms. In addition, in some of the inhibitor complexes of
sedolisin, the side chain of Glu80 assumes
double conformation that may be related to
the changes in its protonation state.
Other residues may extend the interactions
of the catalytic triad even further, forming a
secondary network of hydrogen bonds. In
sedolisin, the other carboxylate oxygen of
Asp84 interacts with the side chain of Asn131,
most likely with its amide, Ne2. This assignment is based on the most likely status of hydrogen bonds, in which Ne2 of Asn131 would
be a donor, while Od2 of Asp84, almost certainly unprotonated, would be an acceptor.
The oxygen Od1 of Asn131 would, in turn, be
an acceptor of an H-bond from Ser290, while
Ser165 would donate a proton to the latter.
While the interactions described above are observed in all structures of sedolisin, this secondary network of H-bonds might only exist at
neutral or higher pH, since the distance between Od2 of Asp84 and Nd2 of Asn131 exceeds 3.65 Å in the structures obtained at
lower pH. Since sedolisin is only active at very
acidic pH (see below), and since the other residues of the secondary network are not necessarily conserved in other related enzymes, the
importance of this network is not obvious.
Two other residues, Glu32 and Trp129, appear to extend the hydrogen-bonded network
in the active site of kumamolisin. This pair of
residues is also present in kumamolisin-B
(J-4) and sedolisin-xApB, but either one or
both of them are missing in the other members of the family. This may indicate that the
influence of the extended network is limited
to only selected serine-carboxyl peptidases.
At least one other residue can be unambiguously defined as being crucial for the catalytic
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activity of this family of enzymes. This residue is Asp170, structurally equivalent to
Asn155 in subtilisin where its side chain creates part of the oxyanion hole, stabilizing the
tetrahedral intermediate of the reaction. The
orientation of the side chain relative to the covalently-bound inhibitor is the same in the inhibitor complexes of the members of both enzyme families. It is quite obvious that Asp170
would need to be protonated in order to serve
its function of creating the oxyanion hole, and
this may be one of the most important features responsible for the observation that the
activity of serine-carboxyl peptidases is maximal at low pH.
The unique features of the active site of
sedolisin and related enzymes were used to
create a more consistent and unambiguous
nomenclature presented below. It is now clear
that the active site of serine-carboxyl peptidases contains a unique catalytic triad
Ser-Glu-Asp (SED in the single-letter code),
not seen in any other families of peptidases
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except where acceptable names, such as
kumamolisin or aorsin, have already been established in the literature. Precise assignment
of those enzymes that are known only as database entries or that were characterized in only
a preliminary fashion has to await their isolation and full characterization, since knowledge of their enzymatic properties is needed
for assignment to the subfamilies. At this
time, an extension “x” following the name
sedolisin indicates enzymes that cannot be unambiguously assigned as equivalent to their
better-characterized peers.

THE MODE OF INHIBITOR BINDING

Crystal structures of sedolisin have been described for the complexes with five different
inhibitors (pseudo-tyrostatin, tyrostatin,
chymostatin, AcIPF, AcIAF (Fig. 8); for chemical formulas, see Fig. 1 in Wlodawer et al.,
2001b). The latter two inhibitors were initially

Figure 8. Stereo representation of the superposition of the atomic coordinates of five inhibitors of
sedolisin bound in the active site of the enzyme.
Reprinted from Wlodawer et al. (2001b).

(nor, for that matter, in any other enzymes).
Since the presence of this catalytic triad is the
defining feature of the family, we decided to
rename PSCP, the first of these enzymes to
become characterized structurally, as
SEDolisin. The nomenclature for other members of the family (Table 1) follows this choice,

synthesized to specifically inhibit kumamolisin, but were later found to be active on
both enzymes, although only at a sub-micromolar level for sedolisin. The linkage between
the C terminus of the inhibitors and the Og oxygen of Ser287 is through a covalent bond to
form a (reversible) hemiacetal, with the S
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stereochemistry of the carbon atom bound to
the serine. An increase in pH leads to a loss of
the hydrogen from the –OH group of the
hemiacetal and expulsion of the Ser–O–moiety to reform the original aldehyde. Similar
linkages have been previously described for
complexes of chymostatin and two other
serine proteinases, Streptomyces griseus proteinase A (Delbaere & Brayer, 1985) and
wheat serine carboxypeptidase II (Bullock et
al., 1996). The stereochemistry of the active
site of sedolisin is opposite to that of carboxypeptidase, in excellent agreement with the interpretation provided by Bullock et al. (1996),
who noted that the arrangement of the active
site residues in carboxypeptidase corresponds
to a mirror image of the arrangement in
subtilisin.
The availability of the structures of a number of inhibitor complexes allows us to delineate subsites S1–S4 (Schechter & Berger,
1967) of the substrate-binding site. In all inhibitors of sedolisin that have been studied to
date, the P1 residue is either tyrosine or
phenylalanine. The orientation of its side
chain is virtually the same in all complexes,
being wedged into a pocket created by the side
chain of Arg179, the main chain of residues
133–136, and the main and side chains of residues 167–170. In the inhibitors containing
Tyr, its Oh atom makes excellent hydrogen
bonds with Oe2 of Glu175 and with Og of
Ser190. The structures with the P1 Phe side
chain do not contain any extra water molecule(s) to compensate for the absence of Oh in
the side chain, since the pocket is too small to
accommodate a non-covalent oxygen. It thus
appears that tyrosine is the natural and best
substituent of the S1 subsite of sedolisin.
Arg179 has no equivalent in kumamolisin,
and the S1 subsite of this enzyme is quite
open and more accessible (Fig. 9).
A number of different side chains are present in the P2 position of the inhibitors, but
they are all structurally superimposable
(Fig. 8). These residues include iodoPhe in
pseudo-iodotyrostatin (and Tyr in pseudo-
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tyrostatin), Leu in tyrostatin and in chymostatin, Pro in AcIPF, and Ala in AcIAF. The
active site area occupied by these residues is
rather open and is bounded on one side by the
side chains of Ile35, Asp74, Gln76, Trp81, and
Glu80, while it is exposed to the solvent on the
other side. The iodine of iodoPhe and the
hydroxyl of Tyr interact with the carboxylate
of Asp74. Since the P2 side chain of AcIAF
consists of only a single methyl group, the rest
of the S2 pocket is filled by a glycerol molecule
that appears to have the right combination of
hydrophobic and hydrophilic groups to provide optimum interactions (Fig. 9A). Trp129,
unique to kumamolisin, forms one of the walls
of the S2 subsite in that enzyme.
The main chain of all the inhibitors discussed here accepts a single hydrogen bond
through the P3 carbonyl oxygen from the
main chain amide of Gly135 of sedolisin,
while a second bond is made through S3 N and
135 O in the complexes of tyrostatin and
AcIPF. The space surrounding the P3 Tyr and
Ile of the two latter inhibitors most likely defines the S3 area of the enzyme. That area,
however, can hardly be called a pocket, since
it is almost completely open. The only part of
the enzyme that is in contact with the inhibitor is Arg179, but its interactions with the two
types of side chains are different. The orientation of the side chain of Arg179 is almost identical in all of the complexes with the exception
of tyrostatin. Although it comes into contact
with the Ile of AcIPF, it is not pushed from its
usual location. However, the larger bulk of P3
Tyr in tyrostatin forces Arg179 to reorient.
The nominal positions of the P3 and P4 residues are reversed between the complexes of
AcIPF and AcIAF in sedolisin, with the former arrangement corresponding to the one
observed in the kumamolisin complexes.
These side chains make very weak hydrophobic interactions with the side chains of Ile35,
Leu114, Leu134, and Trp136 (closest interatomic distances about 4 Å), but again, it is
not really possible to describe an actual S4
pocket. It is clear that a variety of different
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Figure 9. Comparison (in stereo) of the active sites of sedolisin (PDB code 1kdv, top) and kumamolisin
(PDB code 1gtj, bottom) complexed with the same inhibitor, AcIAF (Wlodawer et al., 2001b;
Comellas-Bigler et al., 2002).
The surfaces of the active sites of both enzymes are semi-transparent, while the covalently-bound inhibitors are
gold. The glycerol molecule found in the structure of sedolisin is yellow. Figure prepared by M. Comellas-Bigler using the program DINO (http://www.bioz.unibas.ch/~xray/dino).

side chains could be easily accommodated in
this area, and thus we do not expect that this
part of the inhibitor should contribute much
to its specificity (or that a corresponding residue in the substrate would contribute in a significant way to the specificity of the enzyme).
In a series of octapeptide substrates substituted in P4, sedolisin showed the following
preferences: Pro, Leu, Ala > Ser > Asp, Arg
(Ito et al., 1996).
The N-terminal isovaleryl group of pseudotyrostatin does not make any clear contacts
with the enzyme. The sole orienting interaction of this residue is a hydrogen bond between the carbonyl of its main chain peptide
and the amide nitrogen of residue 135. By con-

trast, the terminal acetyl group of AcIPF and
AcIAF makes excellent hydrogen bonds with
the side chain of Asn102 in kumamolisin,
most likely contributing significant binding
energy for these inhibitors (Fig. 9B).

SUBSTRATE SPECIFICITY

The substrate specificity of peptidases can
be studied by either following the cleavage of
individual peptides, or by utilization of peptide libraries. Little is known about natural
substrates of bacterial sedolisins, with the exception of kumamolisin-As that appears to
function as a collagenase (Tsuruoka et al.,
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2003). That study also established some collagenase-like activity for kumamolisin (89%
identical to kumamolisin-As), but it is not
clear whether this is the principal role of that
enzyme. Only limited specificity data are
available for other sedolisins, mostly for
sedolisin and sedolisin-B (Narutaki et al.,
1999). The crystal structures of the inhibitor
complexes (discussed above) are also good
guides to investigating the specificity. From
the inhibitor-bound enzyme structure of sedolisin, we can consider the likely preferences of
only the S2, S1, and S2¢ subsites. The iodoPhe
side chain in the P2 position of the covalent inhibitor is surrounded by the side chains of
Ile35, Gln76, Gly77, Glu80, Trp81, and Leu134. Close distances include Cd2 of Leu134 to
Cd1 of iodoPhe (3.43 Å), Cd1 of Ile35 to Ce1 of
iodoPhe (4.24 Å), side of Trp81 to Ce1 of
iodoPhe (3.40 Å), Ca of Gly77 to Ce2 of
iodoPhe (3.78 Å), Gln76 Cb to Ce2 iodoPhe
(4.66 Å), Cb of Glu80 to Cg of iodoPhe
(4.32 Å). In a limited series of substitutions in
a chromogenic substrate of eight amino acids,
leucine in the P2 position provided the best
specificity constant (kcat/Km) for sedolisin.
Phe, Tyr, or Trp were not included in this series, as their substitution could have created
new cleavage sites in the peptide. Interestingly, the Glu substitution was acceptable
with a specificity constant 45% of that of the
Leu-substituted peptide. Likewise, Thr (34%),
Asp (31%), and Arg (19%) were also acceptable. These observations may indicate that the
Asp residue at position 74 may buffer the
hydrophobicity of the S2 subsite in sedolisin.
Among the residues that contribute to the S2
subsite in sedolisin-B, the same amino acids
as in sedolisin are present in positions 74, 80,
81, and 134 (sedolisin numbering). Interestingly, Ile35 in sedolisin is replaced by Trp in
sedolisin-B, while residue 76 appears to be deleted in the latter. As a result, sedolisin-B accepts P2 residues in the following order in the
series of peptides studied, Glu (set at 100%),
Leu (82%), Pro (77%), Asp (74%), Thr (70%),
Asn (70%), and Val (62%). As all assays were
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done at pH 3.5, it is possible that Asp74 of the
enzyme is capable of forming hydrogen bonds
with acidic or polar amino acids.
Recent studies (Oda et al., unpublished) have
revealed a broad P1 specificity of sedolisin.
The amino acids preferred were in the following order: Glu (100%), Asp, (92%), Gly (about
77%), Asn (77%), Phe (66%). The pocket surrounding the P1 Tyr residue of the covalently
bound inhibitor includes side chains from
amino acids Glu171, Glu175, Arg179, and
Ser190 of the enzyme, consistent with the
broad specificity observed. The close fit of the
Tyr side chain in the S1 pocket indicates why
Trp is not a good substitution in P1 in a peptide substrate. Narutaki et al. (1999) reported
that substitution in the P2¢ position of
Lys-Pro-Ile-Glu-Phe*Nph-P2¢-Leu resulted in
the following order of the kcat/Km values: Asp,
Glu > Arg, Lys > Ala> Leu > Ser > Asn. The S2¢
subsite, as revealed in the non-covalent complex, contains both hydrophobic (Trp220 and
231) as well as hydrophilic residues (Glu222,
Gln268, Gln281, and Gln282). Thus, it is reasonable to expect that a variety of amino acids
would be acceptable at P2¢.
On the other hand, human CLN2 could not
cleave the octapeptide substrates used to analyze sedolisin and sedolisin-B. Therefore, the
molecular size of substrates was explored and
it was found that Ala-Arg-Phe*Nph-Arg-Leu
(kcat/Km 2.94 mM–1 s–1) was the best substrate among 11 tested (Oda et al., unpublished data). The specificity constant measured was 40 times higher than that of
Ala-Ala-Phe-MCA, the conventional substrate
for CLN2. These results suggest that the active cleft of CLN2 is smaller than those of
sedolisin and sedolisin-B on the amino terminal side. Therefore, whereas sedolisin provides a binding surface that can accommodate
7 or 8 amino acids, the binding cleft for CLN2
is composed of, at most, six (S3–S3¢) subsites.
On the basis of the model of CLN2 described
earlier, residue Asp132 in CLN2 replaces
Gly131 in the S3 subsite of kumamolisin. The
carboxyl group of Asp132 would extend out
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into the active site cleft, accurately placed to
anchor the free N terminus of a bound substrate in the enzyme-substrate complex
(Comellas-Bigler et al., 2002), thus limiting
the substrate size to three residues before the
cleavage site.

SEQUENCE COMPARISONS AND
MODELING OF OTHER SERINE
-CARBOXYL PEPTIDASES

A number of potential members of the family of serine-carboxyl peptidases have been
identified in the last 15 years in a variety of organisms. Some of them have been purified
and subjected to detailed biochemical and enzymatic studies, while the existence of others
has been postulated based only on the available gene sequences, some containing only
parts of the enzymes. Nevertheless, it is clear
that these enzymes are present in a wide variety of organisms (Table 1), and that they can
be grouped according to the similarity of their
sequences. The enzyme most similar to sedolisin is sedolisin-B (XSCP) from Xanthomonas
sp. T22 (Oda et al., 1987; Oyama et al., 1999),
with 50.5% sequence identity. Three enzymes
that share very considerable sequence identity are kumamolisin, kumamolisin-As
(ScpA), and J-4 (Murao et al., 1993; Shibata et
al., 1998; Oyama et al., 2002; Tsuruoka et al.,
2003). Thus we propose to rename the latter
enzyme kumamolisin-B.
Enzymes with similar sequences have also
been found in a number of other bacterial
genomes, although so far they have not been
characterized in detail (Table 1). The genomic
sequence of a thermoacidophilic archeobacterium, Thermoplasma acidophilum (Ruepp et
al., 2000), lists two proteins with sedolisin-like
sequences among 23 identified proteinases,
indicating the importance of this new enzyme
subfamily. Two related enzymes, LYS45
(sedolisin-xApA) and LYS60 (sedolisin-xApB),
were identified in Amoeba proteus, the former
showing 17.5% identity and 41% similarity to
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sedolisin, while the latter’s identity and similarity to human CLN2 are as high as 24 and
52% (Kwon et al., 1999). These proteins, however, have not been isolated and purified, so
the exact locations of the processing sites can
only be inferred. Two related enzymes have
also been reported in the genome of the slime
mold Physarum polycephalum (Benard et al.,
1992; Nishii et al., 2003). Mammalian enzymes homologous to human CLN2 (Sleat et
al., 1997; Lin et al., 2001) form a closely related subfamily of sedolisins (see below).
CLN2-like enzymes are also found in fugu
(puffer fish) and zebrafish (see Table 1). However, the sequence for the zebrafish enzyme is
only putative, since it is based on manually
corrected sequence of the contig wz4596 in
the zebrafish EST database found at
http://fisher.wustl.edu/fish_lab.
Amino-acid sequences of the members of
this family show the presence of N-terminal
propeptides, catalytic domains, and sometimes quite large C-terminal domains of unknown function. Sedolisin-B also contains a
C-terminal propeptide that is removed upon
activation of the enzyme (Oyama et al., 1999).
An alignment of the sequences of the catalytic
domains of several of these enzymes, manually adjusted to reflect the structural features
of sedolisin and kumamolisin, is shown in
Fig. 3. The catalytic triad Glu-Asp-Ser is present in all the enzymes, with the similarity extending to the adjacent residues as well. The
sequence surrounding Ser287 is well conserved (and also similar to a corresponding sequence in subtilisins), with the exception that
Gly284 is substituted by a serine in CLN2 and
by an aspartic acid in sedolisin-xPpA. Interestingly, the corresponding residue is asparagine
in subtilisin, while the following two glycines
are present in all of the compared enzymes.
While the leucine preceding Asp84 is strictly
conserved, other residues in the vicinity of
Glu80/Asp84 are more varied. Another residue that appears to be crucial for the activity
of sedolisin, namely Asp170, is also present in
all other members of the family, together with
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neighboring Gly169 and Gly172. It is also
likely that the location of the Ca2+-binding
loop is conserved throughout the sedolisin
family, as the residues creating the base of the
loop are all conserved, although the length of
the loop itself varies significantly.
An interesting feature conserved in all the
compared sequences is the presence of a buried ion pair, consisting of Asp261 (strictly conserved) and Arg257 (Lys in sedolisin-xApB
and physarolisin-B (PHP). The former residue
is also conserved in subtilisin, where Asp197
is involved in the creation of the low-affinity
Ca2+-binding site. It is thus likely that the role
of this ion pair in sedolisin is similar to the
role of a Ca2+-binding site in subtilisin,
namely enhancing enzyme stability. This region contains a number of conserved residues, including Gln247, Asp261, Trp246, and
Tyr316. All of these interacting residues are
generally conserved, although with some exceptions, such as a substitution of Trp246 by a
tyrosine in CLN2, sedolisin-xPpA, and sedolisin-xPpB, and unclear situation in sedolisin-xApB, where the sequence alignment in
the areas containing some of these residues is
ambiguous.
CLN2 is the member of the sedolisin family
that is of particular interest because of its involvement in a human disease (Sleat et al.,
1997). This enzyme was shown to be necessary to prevent late infantile neuronal ceroid
lipofuscinosis (Batten disease), a rare but fatal hereditary neurodegenerative disorder.
CLN2 was later identified as being equivalent
to tripeptidyl-peptidase I (Rawlings & Barrett,
1999). Very highly homologous enzymes have
also been identified in macaque, mouse, rat,
dog, and cow (Fig. 10). For the full-length enzymes from these six species (563 amino acids, including the catalytic domain and the
prosegments), sequence identity exceeds 81%,
whereas the similarity is over 92%, with only a
single-residue deletion in the mouse enzyme.
A pairwise comparison of the human and
mouse enzymes yields 88% identity and 94%
similarity, considerably higher than the me-
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dian 78.5% identity reported for the mousehuman orthologs (Waterston et al., 2002).
Thus CLN2 appears to be a highly conserved
enzyme.
A slightly more distant, although clearly related, enzyme has been recently identified in
the genomes of fugu and zebrafish. We propose to name these enzymes sedolisin-TPP, to
emphasize their similarity to the well-characterized subfamily of tripeptidyl-peptidase I
(CLN2). The alignment shown in Fig. 10 for
zebrafish sedolisin-TPP is based on manual
adjustment of the sequence assembled in this
contig, which seems to suffer from several
frame shifts. However, the similarity between
the fugu and the corrected zebrafish sedolisins-TPP is so high that the postulated
changes in the sequence are very likely correct. The high level of identity is not limited to
the mature enzyme, but also extends to most
of the propeptide, with the differences at the
N termini reflecting either sequencing errors
or true deviation in the predicted signal peptides. The presence of highly conserved
CLN2-like enzymes not only in mammals but
also in two fish species may indicate that
these enzymes might be universally present in
the vertebrates and that their important role
in humans (Sleat et al., 1997) and mice (Katz
& Johnson, 2001) might be a more general feature.
The medical importance of CLN2 and a lack
of its crystal structure led to attempts to
model its structure. A model that assumed
this enzyme to be membrane-bound and that
identified the mature sequence 271–294 as a
putative transmembrane segment (Orry &
Wallace, 1999) is unlikely to be correct. Based
on the similarity of the sequences of sedolisin
and other serine-carboxyl peptidases and
CLN2, we have created an energy-minimized
model of human CLN2 (Wlodawer et al., unpublished) with an r.m.s. deviation between
the corresponding Ca coordinates of sedolisin
and CLN2 of about 1.75 Å, not much larger
than the experimental difference between
sedolisin and kumamolisin. This model indi-
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cates a likely presence of a disulfide bridge between Cys327 and Cys342, providing an additional constraint on the conformation of the
Ca2+-binding loop (see above). That putative
disulfide is strictly conserved in all known sequences of CLN2-like enzymes, whether from
mammals or from fish (Fig. 10). The ability to
predict the presence or absence of disulfide
bonds in other family members indicates that
the assumption of their structural similarity
is most likely justified. However, although the
model of CLN2 seems to agree with many
structural aspects of this family of proteins, it
still does not explain the reasons for the
tripeptidase activity of this subfamily.

CONCLUSIONS

Although the peptidases belonging to the
family S53 have been studied for a number of
years, their unambiguous placement among
other proteolytic enzymes had to await crystal
structure determination. In the meantime,
the nomenclature for these enzymes became
very confusing, since some of their names included the root “pepsin,” implying similarity
to the family of aspartic peptidases. We now
know that although these enzymes are most
active at low pH and their active sites contain
at least three carboxylate-bearing residues,
they are structurally and mechanistically related to serine peptidases from the subtilisin
family. We hope that the nomenclature introduced in this review and adopted by the
MEROPS database will become universally accepted and will make it easier to place new
members of the family. It is clear that in view
of the medical importance of at least some of
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these enzymes, both structural and biochemical research on sedolisins will continue. The
structure-based comparisons of the amino
-acid sequences of serine-carboxyl peptidases,
presented above, indicate possible existence
of subfamilies that might be related to other
sedolisins, yet be partially different; for example, by not requiring Ca2+ cations for their activity. However, at this stage these are only
speculations that lead to new questions about
this fascinating family of peptidases. Only
continued research on the structural and enzymatic properties of sedolisins, coupled with
a search for their natural substrates and the
establishment of their biological roles with
techniques such as gene knockouts will allow
us to provide more complete description of
the function and importance of this family of
peptidases.
We would like to thank Dr. S. L. Johnson
(Washington University, St. Louis, U.S.A.)
for help in querying the zebrafish EST sequence database. We are indebted to Ms.
M. Comellas-Bigler and Dr. W. Bode (MaxPlanck-Institut, Munich, Germany) for discussing with us the structures of kumamolisin
and for preparation of Fig. 9. Extensive discussions with Dr. A. Barrett (Wellcome Trust
Sanger Institute, Hinxton, U.K.) regarding
peptidase nomenclature are gratefully acknowledged. Thoughtful comments of the referee and the technical editor helped in clarifying the presentation. The content of this publication does not necessarily reflect the views
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Figure 10. Sequence comparisons of the CLN2-like enzymes from mammals and fishes.
Residues are colored using the same scheme as in Fig. 3. The N terminus of the mature enzyme (experimentally determined for the mammalian enzymes and predicted for the fish) is marked with black triangles.
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